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Feeding the Finicky Horse
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s you head into your horse’s stall to feed him his dinner, you notice he hasn’t
cleaned up his previous meal. He looks like he might be losing weight, and you
wonder what else you can offer him that would spark his appetite.
Like kids who don’t want to eat their vegetables, some horses are fussy eaters; it can be
challenging to find ways to get them to eat enough food. There are many reasons why a
horse might be finicky about his diet, and Dr. Burt Staniar, associate professor of equine
science at Penn State College of Agricultural Sciences, says it’s important to determine
the cause, especially if the horse is losing weight.

Many health conditions, management changes,
and palate preferences can cause a horse
to hesitate before chowing down
ment alone isn’t likely to help.
“If a skinny horse isn’t eating much,
consult your veterinarian,” he said.
“Several causes come to mind—such
as teeth problems or gastrointestinal (GI) tract problems. Are ulcers
an issue?”

Many health conditions, management
changes, and individual palate preferences can cause a horse to hesitate before
eating; the following are some examples.
Make note of your horse’s recent history
and behavior, and work with your veterinarian and/or nutritionist to pinpoint the
actual reason.
Feed changes
Horses whose feed has been changed
might not be eager to dive right into their
new grub.
“The term I use is neophobia,” Staniar
said. “Horses may be reluctant to try anything that has a new texture, smell, flavor,
or is different from what they are accustomed to.”
One solution to this problem is to introduce the new feed gradually—both to get
him accustomed to the taste and to give his
GI tract bacteria time to adapt to digesting

anne m. eberhardt

“The thin horse and the picky eater
may be interrelated or may be totally
different problems,” he said.
Before making diet changes, ensure
your horse has no underlying health
issues you and your veterinarian must
correct; otherwise, any diet adjust-

Common Causes

A comfortable environment is important for keeping a horse’s appetite healthy
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Of course horses need hay, but not just any hay.
Since hay is the first consideration when it comes to nutrition, skimping on quality could keep
your horse from doing his best for you.
Do your best for your horse.
Feed Standlee Premium Western Forage®. All natural. Always available.

Proud sponsor of:

CHECK OUT OUR COMPLETE PRODUCT
LINE OR FIND A STORE NEAR YOU AT
WWW.STANDLEEFORAGE.COM
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underlying health problems might be affecting a horse’s appetite

something different. You might see an adjustment period when the horse won’t eat
his full amount, but give him time (several
weeks). Just because your horse doesn’t
consume every morsel doesn’t mean you
need to change his feed yet again.
Inconsistent ingredients
If one bag of feed tastes different than
the last batch, your horse might not eat it,
even though it is the same feed.
“You can’t make exactly the same batch
of cookies the same way all the time.
Some will just taste better than others,” said Dr. Daniel J. Burke, director of
equine nutrition at Tribute Equine Nutri-

tion, in Upper Sandusky, Ohio. “Even in
the same mill, you can get variations in
the incoming ingredients.”
Feed timing
Consider feeding time as it relates to his
exercise schedule.
“Usually exercise will stimulate appetite but it can also depress appetite if the
horse is working very hard,” Staniar said.
“This may be a situation that is specific for
each individual horse, so try to gain a better understanding of how factors such as
exercise affect your individual horse.”
Stressful situations
Staniar suggests asking yourself the

Dandy Products, Inc.
Padding & Flooring Specialists

“Padding At Its Best”

Breeding Sheds, Stocks, Stalls, Trailers, Exercise & Training Areas,
Induction & Recovery Rooms Table & Surgical Pads, Neo-Natal Foal Beds

Non-Slip Safety Floors for All Areas
Pavesafe Bricks & Tiles, Trac-Roll & Vet-Trac Floors, Wash Stall, Grooming, Aisleway and Trailer Mats
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hanges in a horse’s appetite,
especially a complete lack
of appetite, often set the stage
for plummeting racetrack performance. Though the physical pressures of training and the mental
stress of the backside environment
are sometimes blamed for inappetence, top trainers know there
could be a physiological cause—
hindgut acidosis.
Simply put, hindgut acidosis
is a drop in the pH of the cecum
and colon, usually caused by overconsumption of starch-laden feed.
When too much starch is consumed at one time, some passes
through the small intestine without
becoming digested and enters the
hindgut. as the microorganisms
of the hindgut process the starch,
the pH drops, causing damage to
the intestinal lining and changes
in appetite, feed efficiency, behavior, and performance.
Thoroughbreds in race training are particularly predisposed
to hindgut acidosis because they
typically require large amounts of
feed to fuel exercise.
Kentucky Equine research
(KEr), an international equine nutrition and exercise physiology research firm based near Versailles,
Ky., discovered a way to stabilize
the pH of the hindgut through
the use of a hindgut buffer called
EquiShure®.
State-of-the-art encapsulation
technology allows EquiShure to
be delivered to the hindgut without being inactivated or absorbed
earlier in the gastrointestinal tract.
The primary ingredient in EquiShure is sodium bicarbonate, with
targeted delivery preventing significant changes in blood CO2
levels.
EquiShure is part of the KErx
Special Needs Nutrition line of
thoroughly researched and proven
supplements.
Check out the complete line of
supplements at www.kerx.com.
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Life’s greatest and most valuable lessons are learned from past experiences. Events that transform
thought, shape opinion and provide insight. Instruction provided by history is truly the most reliable
and most meaningful instruction of all.
For more than 60 years, New Bolton Center has been an international leader in equine research,
diagnosis and treatment. This is where the finest equine care in the world is practiced. With a long
and rich history of excellence.
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following questions: Does your horse
reside in a comfortable environment
where he can relax and take time to
eat? Does he have shelter and shade?
Is he able to stay cool enough in summer and warm enough in winter that
his appetite won’t be impaired? Is he
in a stressful situation—such as living beside an aggressive horse? If the
horse is uncomfortable, nervous, or
stressed, he won’t be thinking about
eating.
Dehydration
“Does he have enough water? If he
isn’t drinking enough, this will cut
down on feed intake,” Staniar said.
Horses need adequate water for
proper digestion and to produce saliva, which mixes with feed for ease of
chewing and swallowing.
A low feeder mimics a horse’s natural grazing
Feeder position
position and is thought to be relaxing
“Horses are either left-sided or rightsided on how they want to eat,” Burke
more comfortable eating.”
said. “Sometimes if you move the feeder
Placing the feeder down low rather than
to a different location in the stall, they are
up high can also make a difference, be-

ecause hay is the first consideration when it comes to nutrition,
skimping on quality could keep your
horse from performing at its best.
Standlee Hay Company is a leader in the forage industry. Standlee
premium Western Forage™ products are available in alfalfa, alfalfa
blends, orchard grass, and timothy
grass and come in different formats
including bales (compressed bales,
compressed and shrink-wrapped
Grab & Go™ bales), cubes, pellets,
chopped, and shreds to provide the
most digestible, easy-to-use forage
options.
The nutrient requirements of horses
vary according to age. For example,
young, growing horses have the
highest requirements for protein to
develop and maintain muscle and
bone. alfalfa products or alfalfamixed products provide the largest
amount of high-quality protein.
another important factor when
considering the nutritional requirement of horses is activity level. Training, competing, and lactation drastically increase the calorie requirement of horses. Standlee premium
Western Forage™ products are harvested at the optimum state of maturity to deliver maximum calories.
For more than 30 years Standlee
has done nothing but grow and
produce the best premium Western
Forage and forage-based products.
The company relentlessly perfects its
farm, procurement, production, and
delivery processes to make sure the
highest-quality and most nutritious
products are delivered to consumers
and their horses.
Quality is evident in Standlee premium Western Forage™ products
and in the way Standlee Hay Company does business. after all, the
Standlee family name is on every
package and has been for three
generations.
Check out the complete line of
products at www.standleeForage.
com.
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FEEDING QUESTIONS?

KER has the answers.

Serious science goes into everything Kentucky Equine
Research (KER) does, from its consultation with horsemen
and feed manufacturers to its own product line.
For more than 25 years, KER has bridged the gap between
equine nutrition and exercise physiology researchers, feed
manufacturers, and horsemen. We’re the people top
Thoroughbred trainers, owners, and breeders trust to feed
their horses—and we’re here to help with yours as well.
Whether we’re helping you select the right feed and
supplements, explaining healthy horse diets, or offering
practical, science-based advice, KER is your one-stop
solution to equine nutrition issues.
Have a question about your horse’s diet, health, or
performance? Ask KER, the experts in equine nutrition.
Go to www.ker.com/answers to submit your question
or call 888-873-1988.
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cause it is more natural for horses to eat
from the ground.
“A study recently published by a research group in North Carolina showed
there is some endorphin release when a
horse’s head is down in grazing position…
which relaxes them,” Burke said.
Gastric ulcers
Owners and veterinarians see ulcers in
many horses, especially Thoroughbreds.
Confinement, stress, and consuming
grain diets rather than continual small
amounts of forage can cause this painful
condition. Affected horses begin to associate eating with ulcer pain; they might eat
only parts of their meal, or they might refuse to eat altogether.
“The challenge is figuring out whether
the horse has gastric ulcers or a hindgut
that’s not functioning correctly,” said
equine nutritionist Dr. Bill Vandergrift of
Versailles, Ky. “Many horses…tend to just
nibble at their grain and then eat their
hay instead. When we observe this, we
are pretty sure we have a hindgut problem, especially if their manure has a dif-
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ferent odor and/or consistency.”
Mycotoxin contamination
One thing that sporadically decreases
horses’ feed consumption is the presence
of mycotoxins, which are toxic metabolites
produced by mold. Depending on weather conditions when grain was harvested,
mycotoxin contamination levels might be
higher in some regions than in others.

Meal Size: More is not Better

Horses in natural conditions nibble on
grass through much of the day and night.
“They eat for about 14 to 18 hours out
of 24 hours,” Staniar said. “Yet when we
feed horses, we are generally feeding two
meals (morning and evening). Some people feed three meals, but horses are trickle feeders. They are meant to eat a little
bit all along,” and this is evident in how
their GI tract is built. It handles many
small meals offered frequently throughout the day more safely than it does large
amounts.
So, if you expect your horse to eat more
than, say, five pounds of hay or concen-

enCOurAge yOur
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f your horse is fussy at feed time, consider these tips from our sources to
make his meal more palatable (Bonus:
Many of these also encourage weight
gain in skinny horses, whether finicky
or not.):
1. Choose forage with a high leafto-stem ratio. “it will be more palatable and nutritious if it’s not as
mature, there are more leaves than
stems, and it’s not as fibrous,” said
Dr. Burt Staniar, assistant professor of equine science at penn State
College of agricultural Sciences.
Fewer food particles and the nutrients therein will pass through the
Gi tract undigested.
2. Feed a higher-quality hay. Betterquality hay can be more appealing to eat and help add condition
to a skinny horse, Staniar said.
3. Make supplements more palatable. Equine nutritionist Dr. Bill
Vandergrift of Versailles, Ky., suggests doing this by dampening the
food with water. “This can help,
especially with powdery or granular-type supplements,” he said.
“This tends to minimize odor and
also helps stick it to the feed so the
horse can’t sort it out and leave it.”
He also suggests adding a small
amount of molasses or applesauce
to a feed you know the horse likes
to ease ingestion of the mixed-in
supplement.
4. Check feed labels. By law, companies have to list ingredients on
feed labels, but some companies
don’t break it down into specifics.
To determine whether you’re inadvertently feeding a product that’s
not very digestible (and, thus, not
that tasty or helpful for weight
gain), work with a nutritionist and
ask the feed manufacturer to provide you with a complete breakdown of ingredients.
5. adjust fat content. “Higher-fat
feeds tend to make the horse feel
satiated more quickly,” Burke said,
explaining why your horse might
not finish his meal. There is a lot of
individual difference, however, in
how horses respond to fat, so work
with your veterinarian and nutritionist to find a happy medium.
By Heather Smith Thomas
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HORSLIC ® DELIVERS ALL-NATURAL SOLUTION
TO COMMON FRUSTRATION

T

oday, competition horses work longer, travel more, and live more stressful lives than their ancestors. This results
in stressed horses, unbalanced diets,
and persistent health concerns. Frustrated owners are led to believe expensive,
time-consuming, unnaturally fed and
hard-to-monitor supplements are the only
answer.
New Generation Feeds, a leader
in nutritional supplements, developed
Horslic® Omega Elite to deliver exactly
what horses need and owners want.

Horslic equine supplements work in two
ways, providing a more natural, “little
and often” source of balanced nutrition
with vital vitamins, minerals, trace elements and omega-3 fatty acids.
research has shown omega-3 fatty
acids are essential but can only be absorbed through their diet. Omega-3 is
vital to balance the omega-6 acids found
in forage and grain that can negatively
impact the body’s functions. Horslic’s “little and often” method offers an aroundthe-clock supply of nutrients and omega-

trates in one meal, he simply might not want to comply.
“The horse’s stomach only holds about two gallons,” Burke
said. “We frequently run into this problem with racehorses or
hard keepers that are expected to eat a lot. If meal size is large,
they won’t finish it—either because of stomach capacity issues
or satiety.

3 fatty acids, giving horses an edge on
their health and performance.
Omega Elite has been tested and approved by a leading equine veterinarian
for its ability to supply horses with necessary nutrition. From a growing foal to a
lactating mare, from a reining gelding to
a breeding stallion, Horslic Omega Elite
naturally delivers the nutrition right for
your horses.
For more information and your nearest dealer, visit horslic.com or call
888-571-3421.

“When changing feeds, some people tell me their horse isn’t
eating the new feed very well, but if the horse is finishing it before the next meal, don’t worry about it,” Burke added. “Eating
slowly is natural for a horse and healthier than bolting down
a large meal. But most people want the horse to finish quickly
because of their own schedule, so they can turn the horse out
again and go to work.”

Building an Appetite

One strategy for encouraging a horse to eat is to improve the
palatability of his feed.
“You can add small amounts of molasses or some other fla-

Sale halters (from) $29.95
lead Shanks (from) $25.95
Sale Catalog Covers $59.95
plus MOre great Custom Made leather goods
Full Service repair & engraving - all at Our Shop!
Call Or DrOp By Our Main Street StOre
ViSit & OrDer Online at Quillin.COM
SinCe 1982 ... KentuCKy’S largeSt CuStOM ShOp
We Ship WOrlD WiDe

1929 South Main Street • Paris, Kentucky • 40361
(800) 729-0592 • www.Quillin.Com • facebook.com/QuillinLeather
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“When changing feeds, some people
tell me their horse isn’t eating the new
feed very well, but if the horse
is finishing it before the next meal,
don’t worry about it. ”
Dr. Daniel J. Burke
voring the horse likes,” Staniar said. “When giving a horse five
pounds of concentrate feed, I might add a half cup of molasses at
most. This small amount won’t have an adverse effect on glycemic
response (the level of blood glucose that rises in response to a
meal).”
Some horses might prefer a couple of spoonfuls of applesauce
mixed into the grain.
Horses might also respond well to a few drops of anise (licorice
flavor) or peppermint oil (each offers a little flavor and pleasant
odor).
Today’s feeding trends are moving away from molasses-laden sweet feeds and toward low-sugar/starch diets. The trick for
manufacturers is making sure they appeal to horses’ tastes.
“We use a variety of flavors, but the classic one is anise,” Burke
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hat supplements do Charlie lopresti (conditioner of two-time Horse of
the Year Wise Dan) and other trainers use in their programs? lopresti
is a big advocate of platinum performance® Equine. “i really believe in this
product,” he said. “i can tell you it’s really helped my horses. i get a big
drum of it every couple of weeks. We don’t use any other supplement.”
platinum performance® Equine was formulated at a veterinary hospital
in 1996 and has been providing results for horses ever since. it was designed to impact virtually every aspect of horse health from joints to coat to
hooves, and everything in between.
When lopresti first read the platinum label, he was pleased. “it has
electrolytes in it, biotin in it, and there’s joint compounds in there. it’s just
so much easier to use one supplement,” he said. “and the horses like platinum. i’ve never seen a horse that won’t eat it.”
in addition to platinum performance® Equine, Charlie also gives his
horses platinum Gastric Support for stomach health because gastric ulcers
can be painful, deter a healthy appetite, and inhibit athletic performance.
Talk to your equine veterinarian or visit platinumperformance.com to
learn more, or call 800-553-2400.

said. “We came out with a feed we call banana treat,
based on research that found banana to be one of (horses’) preferred flavors.”
At some point you might have to experiment with
different feeds to see what a horse likes best.
“In some situations we don’t know why a horse
might prefer one type of feed over another. We don’t
always understand what drives those preferences,”
said Staniar.

Take-Home Message

To summarize, if a horse suddenly becomes fussy
about food, check with your veterinarian to make sure
there are no underlying health issues before altering
his diet. If you change a fussy horse’s feed, there are
some tricks you can use to help convince him that the
new feed is acceptable. Horses are like kids, with specific likes and dislikes regarding food, and they can be
just as challenging to please. B

Excerpted from The Horse: Your Guide to
Equine Health Care. Free weekly newsletters
at www.TheHorse.com

This is my horse

™

I'd been training for more than 3 decades when
Wise Dan came along. As soon as we started
him as a colt, I knew he was special. Most
people don't realize what goes into developing
a racehorse. You have to be certain about
how you train, what you feed, and what kind
of supplements you use. For me, since 2005,
that's been an easy decision. I only use what
works, and that is Platinum Performance.
The horses love to eat it, and I like that
it covers all the basic health needs of the
horse. After two consecutive Horse of the
Year honors, I'm glad everyone has gotten to
see how special Wise Dan really is.
Charle Lopresti

CHARLIE
SUPPLEMENTS HIS
HORSES WITH:

Platinum Performance® CJ for:
•
•
•
•

• Digestive Health
Joint Health
• Bone & Tendon
Hoof Health
Skin & Coat Health Health
Performance &
Recovery

Platinum Gastric Support® for:
• Healthy stomach
• Normal gastric acid levels
• Maintaining appetite and digestion

800-553-2400

www.PlatinumPerformance.com

©2014, Platinum Performance, Inc.

Wise Dan
Two-time Horse of the Year

Racehorse Trainer
Platinum Performance® Client since 2005
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